With the development of GNSS and the application of multimode signals, efficient GNSS receiver research has become very important. However, threat signals in the received signal are inevitable, which will represent important threats to navigation applications and will lead to leakage and fault detection for the receiver. Therefore, the searches with threat prediction in GNSS signals have been regarded as the important problem for GNSS receivers. In view of the limitations and nonadaptability of the current search technologies as well as on the basis of the proportionality peak judgment mechanism, a dynamic search mechanism with threat prediction (DSM-TP) is proposed in this paper, in which we define a series of preset coefficients and a threat index to optimize the decision mechanism. The simulation results demonstrate that the DSM-TP method can predict the threat situation and can adapt to lower SNR environments compared to the traditional method. In addition, the DSM-TP method can avoid the impact of threats, and the detection capability of the new method is better than the detection capability of the traditional method.
Introduction
Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) [1, 2] , which include global positioning system (GPS), GALILEO, GLON-ASS, and COMPASS [3] , are currently consolidated and fundamental in satellite communication and mobile communication. GNSS receivers [4] process signals transmitted from satellites to determine user position, velocity, and time. However, to achieve the correct signal reception, it is necessary to determine whether the effective signal exists by using the search detection process. In GNSS, to enhance antijamming and antispoofing capabilities, the longer PRN codes are required. Due to the appearance of long code, the new requirements have been created for the search technology.
Since the clock between transmitter and receiver is different, the local code and received signal may not overlap in time; that is, there is no correlation; thus the search time is uncertain. Additionally, the complexity of the communication channel leads to complexity of the received signal, especially in the conditions of poor environment, human interference, and other threat environments. When there are threat signals in the received signals, the GNSS receiver will be harmed, especially if the signals are counterfeit [5] . Counterfeit signals have a certain purpose: to provide incorrect information to the target receiver. Examples of incorrect information include incorrect navigation messages and incorrect pseudoranges. This can cause the receiver to output incorrect positions or timing information. Thus, counterfeit signals and jamming signals represent an important threat to navigation applications, and the receiver will also output leakage detection, fault detection, and other issues, especially in fields related to the livelihood of a person such as the military, electricity generation, and finance. Therefore, the search and threat prediction of GNSS signals has become an important problem for GNSS receivers.
In recent years, a series of methods have emerged to meet the demand of efficient GNSS signals search. Transformation domain techniques, such as fast Fourier transform-(FFT-) based methods, are commonly used to reduce acquisition times [6, 7] . In addition, aided search schemes through wireless communication networks or other on-board sensors have been proposed to effectively reduce the search space and decrease the search time [8] . Another known method to explore the amplitude-domain freedom is to construct the 2 Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering hypercode by superposing several folded segments of the original code [9] .
Then, CCPAZP-FFT (Circular Correlation by Partition and Zero Padding) [10] is proposed, which is based on the storage and zero padding segmentation correlation. This algorithm converts two-dimensional searches of time and frequency to one-dimensional search to improve the acquisition efficiency. However, the algorithm is time-consuming in the uncertain code segment by piecewise searching.
XFAST (Extended Replica Folding Acquisition Search Technique) [11, 12] with average input and local samples (direct average) [13] is proposed. This method reduces the amount of computation for direct acquisition but introduces noise during the superposition process. When an increased number of blocks or samples are folded or summed for averaging, the codes result in single correlations more often. Additionally, when more noise is superimposed and included in the correlation results, detection probability decreases. Increased time for folding or summation also results in increased peak position ambiguity, hence lengthening the mean acquisition time. To overcome these problems, a dualchannel method [14] and dual-folding approach (DF-XFAST) [15] are proposed. To achieve the better SNR, this method suggests folding input samples into blocks before undergoing the XFAST operation, which is essentially equivalent to coherent integration of the XFAST correlation results to achieve additional gain.
In addition, to improve the processing speed, the timefrequency domain combination method [16] and frequency domain parallel method [17] are introduced. In these methods, multichannel parallel processing in the time domain and the frequency domain is performed to improve the search speed. However, in the high-dynamic case, the search efficiency of the methods needs to be improved, and due to the influence of the sampling interval, this series of methods still has the limitation of a high missed detection probability. Although the above methods can improve the search speed, they do not have the ability to suppress and predict complex environments and human threat. Therefore, because of the limitations and nonadaptability of the current technologies, a dynamic search mechanism with threat prediction (DSM-TP) is proposed in this paper.
Potential Threat Analysis
The signal not only is affected by noise and multipath of the natural environment but also may be artificially unconscious or have conscious malicious damage. For the GNSS receiver, the synchronous search based on the correlation operation is the core; hence, the effect of the correlation operation is the crucial aspect of synchronous search. Therefore, we analyze potential threat signals from the perspective of the impact of related operations.
Although the communication quality can be improved and the threat can be avoided through the frequency escape or jump of the spread frequency signal, in special cases, there may be threat signals in the communication channel. When there are threat signals in the communication channel, threat signals usually form from the spectrum form of GNSS signals, energy concentration region, and correlation characteristic. The effective energy of the signal may be concentrated in a certain area; therefore, the larger threat is the partial band signal near the center frequency, as shown in Figure 1 . When the threat signal frequency covers the center region of the frequency spectrum, signals are most likely to enter the correlator, and when the threat signal energy increases, it may affect correct search of the GNSS signal. A sample of the related search influence is shown in Figure 2 . In addition, the influence of the GNSS signal search element is associated with the correlation function of the threat signal. A sample of a threat signal with correlation characteristic is shown in Figure 3 . If there is a deviation in the spectrum coverage area, provided that there is partial correlation between the threat signal and the real signals, there is likely a large impact on the search of GNSS signals through the power adjustment. The possible related search effects are shown in Figure 4 . If there is no threat analysis and prediction mechanism in the synchronous search, the related decision may fail, which reduces the synchronous receiving efficiency. The threat signal can also be regarded as the real signal, which can cause a significant influence of error application. 
Dynamic Search Mechanism with Threat Prediction
For communication signals, the most effective search detection methods use data processing that is based on data segments and FFT. The search decision mechanism is primarily based on relative peak comparison, which is described as traditional method in this paper. Firstly, the received signal is sampled and filtered, and then the local code is generated, extended, and averaged, and another processing is performed to improve the search speed. Then, the frequency estimation error is reduced by multichannel frequency compensation. Furthermore, a multichannel FFT correlation operation is performed between the multiprocessed local and received sequences, and the correlation results are used to calculate the peak value and the average peak value. Finally, a comparison between the maximum peak value and the average peak value is compared with the decision threshold. If the result is successful, the results are output; otherwise, return to the first step, and the signal is rereceived. Considering the possible drawbacks of the simple absolute energy decision, the decision mechanism uses a proportional peak. Therefore, the proportional peak is defined as the ratio of the maximum peak and average peak. At the same time, the proportional decision mechanism is defined, which compares the proportional peak and the threshold. The proportional peak is expressed as = max / ave , in which max is the maximum peak energy and ave is the average peak energy. The effects on max and ave are equal, despite a strong or weak mixed signal; thus the proportional decision mechanism is more suitable for acquisition decision in complex environments. The theory of the proportional decision mechanism is shown in Figure 5 .
Based on the proportionality peak judgment mechanism, the decision mechanism is further optimized by considering the influence of a complex environment and threat signals. We define a series of preset coefficients and the threat index, so that a dynamic search mechanism with threat prediction (DSM-TP) is established. The overall flow of DSM-TP is shown in Figure 6 .
Step 1. The received branch is selected and updated. And the received signal ( ) is defined as
where ( ) is the navigation data, ( ) is the pseudocode sequence, is the carrier frequency, and is the carrier phase.
Step 2. The parameters are initialized. is initialized using the number of samples 0 of a chip, in which ∈ [1, 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0 ]. The preset coefficient is set equal to 1, and the residing coefficient is set equal to 0.
Step 3. The received signal of the selected branch is sequentially accumulated, and filter processing and front-end processing are performed; then the result sequence is denoted as ( ).
where fil[ ] is the low-pass filter processing function, 0 is the local carrier frequency, 0 is the local carrier phase, Δ is the result carrier frequency, and Δ is the result carrier phase.
Step 4. It is determined if the value is equal to or greater than 5. If the condition is satisfied, Step 19 is executed; otherwise, go back to Step 5.
Step 5. The local pseudocode sequence ( ) is generated; then the data result of mean processing and spread processing is denoted as ( ).
Step 6. The correlation operation is performed between ( ) and ( ), and the result is denoted as ( ). Step 7. The peak values are calculated using the correlation results ( ), and the maximum peak is denoted as , and the average peak is denoted as V , where is the length of ( ).
Step 8. The threshold factor is calculated using ( ), , and .
Step 9. The threshold is calculated as = ⋅ V .
Step 10. The parameter is defined and set equal to 0; then is described as
where ( )| 1 is the traverse function from (1) to ( ).
Step 11. The removal function [ ] is defined. It expresses that position sequence is removed from ( ), which is described as
Then, is defined, whose initial value is equal to 0: ∈ [1, 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ]. And the maximum position function max [ ] is defined. It expresses the position of the th largest peak in ( ), which is described as
Thus, 1 , 2 , . . . , can be obtained. An example is used to calculate , which is shown in Figure 7 .
Step 12. It is determined if the value is greater than 1. If the condition is satisfied, Step 13 is executed; otherwise, go to Step 14.
Step 13. It is determined if the value is equal to 1. If the condition is satisfied and the preset coefficient is adjusted as = + 1, then Step 16 is executed; otherwise, the new signal is rereceived, and the parameters are adjusted; then go back to Step 1.
Step 14. It is determined if the value is greater than 0 . If the condition is satisfied, the new signal is rereceived, and the parameters are adjusted, then go back to Step 1; otherwise, go to Step 15.
Step 15.
and cache variables are compared under branching conditions.
(10)
Step 16. It is determined if the value is greater than 1. If the condition is satisfied, this branch signal is continually received, and the residing coefficient is adjusted as = + 1, then go back to Step 3; otherwise, go to Step 17.
Step 17. Then, is updated using .
Step 18. It is determined if the value is greater than 3. If the condition is satisfied, Step 19 is executed; otherwise, this branch signal is continually received, and the residing coefficient is adjusted as = + 1; then go back to Step 3.
Step 19. The acquisition position parameter is output and the potential threat index is analyzed. 
Test and Analysis

Analysis under Safe Conditions.
Based on the simulation platform, the DSM-TP method and the traditional method are tested when the receiver is in a safe environment. Input parameters are as follows: BPSK modulation, a signal bandwidth of 10 MHz, and proportional threshold equal to 10. For different values of SNR, the DSM-TP method and the traditional method are tested, and the proportion peak results are shown in Figure 8 . For the same SNR value, the correlation result of the new method is superior to the traditional method. For a threshold equal to 10, the effective SNR of the new method is greater than −17 dB, while the conventional method is larger than −14 dB, indicating that SNR adaptability of the new method is better than the traditional method. Further, the detection probability of each method is shown in Figure 9 for different SNR values. For the same SNR condition, the detection probability of the new method is greater than that of the traditional method, indicating that the detection capability of the new method is better than that of the traditional method. The results of threat prediction ability for the two methods are shown in Table 1 . When the SNR is greater than −17 dB, the new method can search correctly and predicts that there are no man-made threats present in the environment, which agrees with the actual input situation. When the SNR is less than −17 dB, the alarm is issued and a research is performed. It also predicts no man-made threats to be present in the environment. However, the traditional method can search correctly when the SNR is greater than −14 dB but cannot predict the threat. When the SNR is less than −14 dB, the traditional method cannot search correctly and cannot predict the threat. This indicates that the new method can adapt to lower SNR environments compared to the traditional method and also predicts the threat situation. 
Analysis under Partial Frequency Band Threat Conditions.
The DSM-TP method is tested when the receiver is in a threat environment. Input parameters are as follows: BPSK modulation, signal bandwidth equal to 10 MHz, and proportional threshold equal to 10. Let the form of the threat signals be the uniform spectrum interference, whose frequency is in the center frequency, and the spectrum covers 80% of the main frequency band of the real signal. Let S/J be the ratio of the real signal energy and the threat signal energy, and the larger the S/J value, the less the relative energy of jamming. For different S/J values, the DSM-TP method and the traditional method are tested, and the proportion peak results are shown in Figure 10 . When S/J is equal to 0, that is, the energies of the real signal and the threat signal are equal, the correlation value of the new method is greater than that of the traditional method: 30 dB. For a threshold value equal to 10, effective S/J of the new method is larger than −28 dB, while the conventional method is larger than −21 dB, indicating that S/J adaptability of the new method is better than the traditional method. Furthermore, for changes in the S/J value, the detection probability of each method is shown in Figure 11 . For the same S/J conditions, the detection probability of the new method is greater than the detection probability of the traditional method, indicating that the detection capability of the new method is better than that of the traditional method. The results of the threat prediction ability of the two methods are shown in Table 2 . When S/J is greater than −28 dB, the new method searches correctly. It can predict that the potential threat index is equal to 2, which verifies that there are man-made threats in the environment, but there is not a correlation characteristic between the threat signals and the real signal. When the SNR is less than −28 dB, the alarm is issued and a research is performed. It can predict that there are man-made threats in the environment, but there is not a correlation characteristic between the threat signals and the real signal. The results are consistent with the actual input situation. However, the traditional method can search correctly when the SNR is larger than −21 dB, but it cannot predict the threat. When the SNR is less than −21 dB, the traditional method cannot search correctly and cannot predict the threat. These results indicate that the new method can adapt to a threat environment better than the traditional method and can also predict the threat situation. proportion peak results are shown in Figure 12 . When S/J is equal to 0, the correlation value of the new method is greater than the value of the traditional method, 20 dB. For the same S/J conditions, the correlation result of the new method is superior to the traditional method. However, when S/J is less than −10 dB, the new method has a very low correlation peak and does not meet the threshold requirement. Thus, the receiver is determined to be in a threat environment, and then the signal is rereceived. However, when S/J is less than −10 dB, the correlation peak of the traditional method is larger and meets the threshold requirements. Although the receiver is considered to be secure, the threat signal is received and misinterpreted as a real signal in the traditional method. These results indicate that the new method can search correctly under the relevant threat condition and avoid the false threat. Further, for different values of S/J, the detection probability of each method is shown in Figure 13 . Under the effective S/J condition, the detection probability of the new method is greater than the detection probability of the traditional method, indicating that the detection capability of the new method is better than the traditional method. Furthermore, the DSM-TP method is tested when the pseudocode overlap rate of threat signal and real signal is set to 50%, with the proportion peak results shown in Figure 14 and the detection probability shown in Figure 15 . For a pseudocode overlap rate of the threat signal and real signal equal to 80%, the proportion peak results are shown in Figure 16 , and the detection probability is shown in Figure 17 . These results indicate that as the pseudocode overlap rate increases, the S/J values of the correlation results that do not satisfy the threshold requirement decrease, indicating that as the pseudocode overlap rate increases, the threat of interference increases. Although the impact of this threat is large, the new method can also predict the existence of the threat and can rereceive the signals. However, the traditional method will mistakenly receive the threat signal, and the threat signal is erroneously treated as a real signal. These results indicate that the new method can search correctly under the relevant threat conditions and avoid the false threat, and the detection capability of the new method is better than the traditional method under the effective S/J condition. The results of threat prediction for the two methods are shown in Table 3 for pseudocode overlap rates of the threat signal and real signal equal to 30%, 50%, and 80%. When S/J is greater than −10 dB, −5 dB, and 0 dB, under different overlap rate conditions, the new method can search correctly. It can predict that the potential threat index is equal to 3, which verifies that there are man-made threats in the environment and there is a correlation characteristic between the threat signals and the real signal. When S/J is less than −10 dB, −5 dB, and 0 dB, under different overlap rate conditions, the alarm is issued and a research is performed. It can predict that there are man-made threats in the environment and there is a correlation characteristic between the threat signals and the real signal. The results are consistent with the actual input situation. However, the traditional method can search correctly when S/J is greater than −10 dB, −5 dB, and 0 dB, under different overlap rate conditions, but it cannot predict the threat. When S/J is less than −10 dB, −5 dB, and 0 dB, under different overlap rate conditions, the traditional method is affected by the false threat and cannot predict the threat. These results indicate that the new method can adapt to the false threat environment better than the traditional method and can also predict the false threat.
Analysis under Correlation Characteristic
Conclusions
In view of the limitations and nonadaptability of current search technology, the proportionality peak judgment mechanism is further optimized considering the influence of complex environment and threat signals. A dynamic search mechanism with threat prediction is proposed, in which we define a series of preset coefficients and a threat index. The simulation results demonstrate that the new method can adapt to lower SNR environments compared to the traditional method in safe conditions, and the detection probability of the new method is higher than the detection probability of the traditional method. Furthermore, these methods are tested in threat conditions, and the results demonstrate that the new method can adapt to the threat environment better than the traditional method and can also predict the threat situation and predict the spoofing threat. In addition, the detection capability of the new method is better than the traditional method in safe conditions and threat conditions.
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